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Best torrenting sites 2020 for software

In this part of the article, we're going to explain about 5 such torrent software download sites along with their positive and negative points, as well as download a link for them. Keep reading to learn more about them. 1. Rarbg.to Rarbg is one of the leading torrent sites for torrent download software. You can download
music, movies, software, games, etc., in addition, it has another page dedicated to movies and shows trailers. You can even check the top 10 torrent lists across different categories to see the most downloaded torrents by other users. Pros It has a blog section about news articles about TV shows and comic characters.
With a VPN, you can bypass the restrictions where the site is blocked. The downsides of the interface are not intuitive. Has too many ads on the website. 2. YTS. AG When considering the top torrent sites for software YTG.ag, which is the unofficial successor to YTS/YIFY. Although it is actively banned in various
countries this BitTorrent tracker is very stressable on downloading movies. You can download torrent software as well. Pros It has a sleek user interface Movies here have high definition, including 720P, 1080P, and 3D. Cons Slow torrent software. There is limited scope to download the software, as its focus is on
movies. 3. TORRENTS. ME This torrent sites for programs are very popular on the Internet. You can download TV shows, movies, software, games and more using this torrent site. This year, this site has got a pretty good position at the top of the torrent list. Pros It's a meta-search link. You can find magnetic links as
well as direct torrent files from other torrent sites. The downsides of the user interface are a bit complicated for users. Downloading torrent files is not so fast. 4. TorrentDB is one of the best torrent sites to download software. In addition to software torrents, it allows you to download e-books, movies, music, games,
animation, mobile video, etc. Pros You can browse a massive library of torrent files and download the desired easily. It has a user-friendly interface. Cons It only works for Windows systems. The interface of the site is rather boring and boring. 5. LimeTorrents This torrent site comes with a wide range of links that host
torrent files that are ready to download. There are no direct files posted on this site, as you reach the file through the links offered here. Games, software, e-books, movies and music can be downloaded using this torrent site. Pros Huge library of torrent files links here. It shows content that can be viewed with your family,
without obscene to embarrass you. Cons There is no real downloadable file posted on the site, but links to them here. A link may not always result in a reliable software file. We are now halfway through 2020. Considering all the time there, there are high chances that loyal BitTorrent community members were looking for
the best torrent sites for 2020 to get easy to get their favorite content. If you are a torrent enthusiast, you can read our special article about the basics of BitTorrent to know the general terminology and how torrent works. If you're looking for the right set of tools to download your favorite torrents, check out our list of best
torrent customers. Below is a list of the most popular torrent sites listed according to their Alexa rating at the time of writing. According to the latest figures, the good old TPB is back on top. Alexa's ranking varies almost daily, so they can vary in your experience. The pros and cons of these most visited torrent sites are
mentioned in detail later in the article. We have also included the status of these sites, i.e. whether they were working or not at the time of writing. Best torrent sites 2020Torent siteAlex RankStatusTayer bay301WorkingYTS328Work1337x411WorkRarbg819WorkManrents2648WorkingTV26 98WorkingKickAssTorrents
(Mirror)2828WorkMagnetDL5117Work nooqle6400WorkingTorrentz215728WorkingTop 10 Torrent sites for 20201. Pirate BayAlexa rank: 301Veteran torrent site Pirate Bay, TPB for short, again leads the 2020 best torrent sites list while working on its original domain. The popular website bore the crown last year after the
complete destruction of KickAss Torrents.TPB is already a known name for a diverse collection of torrents distributed through movies, TV shows, games, software, audiobooks, songs, etc. Users get access to the torrent index through the easy-to-use TPB interface has not changed for years. In fact, there seems to be no
need to do so. The VIP/trusted download icons also provide a safer download. The reason why TPB ranks first among the best torrent sites is the abundance of seeds that helps in faster file downloads. While this torrent site (and others) may be blocked in some countries, using a VPN service like Private Internet Access
or ExpressVPN will solve this problem. Why use TPB? The oldest and most famous torrent site ISP/trusted user badgeLots trusted mirrors2. YTSAlexa Rank: 328YTS is designed primarily for those who prefer to download torrents of movies over anything else. The torrent site has shifted to a new domain that has a lower
Alexa rank. It should be noted that the site has no links with the original group YTS/YIFY, which closed its activities a couple of years ago. However, the site has managed to get its name on popularity charts. YTS is known for its appearance. Moving along the lines of other torrent indexing sites, the homepage now has
only a search page. content mostly fuels YTS, but looks good enough to give stiff competition to some popular streaming services. Users can easily make content content and give feedback to the site operators. But the same requires a user account as well as making comments on the website. Why use YTS? An
effective search filter with useful filters and sorting optionsClean layout, easy to read description torrents3. 1337x.toAlexa Rank: 4111337x is a torrent site that is aware of its appearance. Everything from the homepage to the index page is designed with content placed neatly and aligned correctly. The well-known torrent
site places torrents in different categories. It also provides a Trending section that lists popular torrents throughout the day and week. Top 100 torrent lists for different categories can also help users find good torrents to download. Why use 1337x? The clean look for pageAlso listing is useful for finding old torrents4.
Rarbg.toAlexa Rank: 819While its not very modern look may not please some users, the website effectively does what it is designed for, i.e. providing healthy files torrent leeches. But users should prepare themselves to see a lot of advertising tabs when clicking links on the website. Even with a slight drop in Alexa rank,
Rarbg is still one of the best torrent sites available on the web. In addition to the usual categories of torrent downloads, including movies, music, software, games, etc. Rarbg also hosts a separate web page to show trailers of various movies and shows. People can't visit the torrent site to view the trailers. However, this
may be helpful to some. The user can also go through Rarbg's Top 10 torrent lists for different categories to get an idea of what other people are downloading from the torrent site. Why use Rarbg? Focus on the quality section of torrentsBlog for news from the entertainment industry5. Limetorrents.infoAlexa Rank:
2648Limtorrents are back in our list of the top 10 torrent sites for 2020. This is another site that hosts torrents in various categories, including TV series, movies, games, apps and Anime.It appears quite easy to find a healthy torrent, and why LimeTorrents is one of the best torrent sites because the content on the site is
updated on a regular basis. The torrent site has a separate web page where it provides updated listings for the top 100 trend torrents the most, and the latest torrents are uploaded to the site. In addition, users can create accounts that will be needed to download torrents, provide feedback, bookmark torrents, and
exchange messages with other users, etc. Rank e-TVAlexa: 2698Ywa be well aware of the release groups E'TV that used to sail their vehicle on KickAss torrents and other top torrent sites. Since the last few years, Domain EZTV.ag has managed to keep itself under the top 1000 websites on Alexa.'eTV has visited the
Internet Online interested in downloading TV show torrents. In fact, this is the only content category one could find on this popular torrent site. The torrent site bears nothing special but the main look with torrent links and other information mentioned in the table form. It also allows visitors to create user accounts where
they can keep torrents as favorites. Why use an equalizer? Countdown List helpfulVery clean and easy siteUsers can follow the upcoming torrent of downloads through sections called Countdown List. For content already downloaded, the Calendar section is very useful. KickAssTorrents (Mirror)Alexa Rank: 2828What
can be considered a replacement for the defunct KAT is also on track to become one of the best torrent sites of 2020 with its growing popularity. The mirror domain carries basically the same user interface and the location of the options. You can find torrent catalog, the most popular torrents, and the top torrents section
at the top. They are complemented by a tag cloud that tells you about a common search on the website. In terms of performance, KickAsstorrents has a decent amount of seeds and leeches that will allow you to download torrents faster without any problems. The site provides torrent files as well as magnetic links. Why
use KickAssTorrents? Has familiar UINo intrusive ads that annoy users8. MagnetDLAlexa Rank: 5117It is the first time in our list of the best torrent sites for 2020. MagnetDL is a relatively new player on the torrent court. The first thing you notice is a bit of an old-school interface. But this does not mean that this effective
torrent site is smaller than others. Just like other top torrent sites mentioned above, the MagnetDL white-colored homepage displays bar search and torrent categories at the top. Once you dig, you'll find torrents arranged neatly, and the information is easy to read even when scrolling down the web page. Why use
MagnetDL? Easy and loads of fast-best torrent site to get torrent magnet links9. SuccleAlex Rank: 97648th inclusion in our 2020 list of the best torrent sites is Zucle. This is a relatively new name in the BitTorrent ecosystem, but it grows in success charts pretty quickly. For this growth, credit must be given to an ever-



increasing number of torrents. Users can easily navigate and find things using the neat and clean website interface, which is complemented by a lack of intrusive advertising. The content on the succle is mostly TV show torrents and movie torrents, but the popular torrent site also hosts torrents related to software,
games, etc., for various device platforms. Why use sucles? Tons of useful subcate categoriesInnovative way of listing and providing information10. Torrentz2Alexa rank: 15728Y, perhaps already knowing that Torrent2.eu is a torrent of search engine (here are a few more torrent search engines) and and a website that
promotes itself as a clone of the defunct Torrentz. It only does the job of finding torrents present on other torrent sites. However, it seems that Torrentz2 could be a worthy inclusion among the 2020 best torrent sites. Aside from using the search box to find torrents, users can also visit the MyTorrentz section where they
can take advantage of the bubble tags and see proven torrents for different categories. Why use Torrentz2? Meta-search engine with torrents from 90 sites.onion address for evasion of lockWorld sites is also availableIs it's illegal to download torrents? Here's the myth booster. Everything from bitTorrent networks, torrent
clients, and many websites fall under the law club. It's just that some torrent sites host and even promote copyrighted torrent content, making them evil in the eyes of law enforcement. So if you're not into piracy and that's it, you're on the safe side. How to download torrents safely? While the best torrent sites can give you
the desired content, they can be short-handed in some areas. In other words, you're not anonymous when you download files from the BitTorrent network. For example, the P2P file-sharing network is highly decentralized, a person with the necessary technical knowledge or a provider can track a user's torrent activity. A
workaround to this is via a VPN that allows users to hide their IP address. Is the use of BitTorrent on the decline? The popularity of torrent sites is slowly declining due to reasons such as law enforcement crackdowns. Regular users of the BitTorrent network may well remember how torrent giants KickAss and
ExtraTorrents went down. There is also a growing demand for VPN services that unlock torrent sites. Another important factor is the increase in the number of streaming services such as Netflix and Amazon Prime. There are tons of free movie streaming sites as well as online for free entertainment. If you are looking for
sites with 100% legal content, here is our list of the best torrent sites for safe and legal torrents. Don't fall in love with copycatsIf you think that torrent sites Extratorrent and IsoHunt still exist, then you may be visiting a copycat website. Two torrent sites are currently offline. Similarly, clone websites can exist for KickAss
Torrents. Thus, these were some top torrent sites that could be useful for BitTorrent users in 2020. We'd love to hear the name of your favorite torrent site in the comments. Comments.
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